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Abstract

ICT (Information and Communication Technology) is a facility in which its scope includes all technical devices to process and to deliver all various information. ICT in education is considered as learning based computer and multimedia. ICT utilization as literary work distribution media and its literary learning becomes phenomenal. This results in the easiness of distribution and publication of literary works written by litterateur and the easiness of learning literature wherever and whenever without requiring face-to-face learning. ICT is also very useful for students in searching learning sources related to literature, in terms of literary works like poetry, short story, novel and etc. The easiness of ICT in introducing and distributing literary works stimulates the existences of new litterateur in all rage of age and gender. If litterateur previously was in old age, in this futuristic era the young litterateur can be easily found. This phenomenon, then, contributes in the existence of new term in literature of Cybersastra or literature in virtual world. In this study how ICT role in literature education and how ICT utilization in realizing Cybersastra phenomenon will be discussed.
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1. Introduction

In this modern era with all futuristic aspects, using media which is easy to access whenever and wherever becomes necessary. The use of futuristic media is the impact of technology development. Technology develops along with the times [1]. Without information technology development, we will be left behind by developed country. Information and communication technology or ICT is a system or technology which can reduce space and time to take, to move, to analyze, to display, to save and to deliver data information. Information technology includes all aspects related to the process, information technology utilization as an aids, manipulation, and information management. Besides, communication technology refers to all aspects related to aids utilization for processing and transferring data from one device to the others. Thus, information technology and communication technology are considered as an unseparated concept.

The application of ICT in education has given contribution for learning technology development. Its application in learning process, there is a tendency to combine two or more technologies, such as audio and data technologies, video and data technologies, audio-video technology and internet [2]. Internet is a means of communication easily accessed and giving a possibility for two or more people interaction. The benefit and characteristic of internet possibly makes distance teaching and learning process (e-learning) more effective and efficient and gives a better result. The existence of e-learning facilitates students to access learning materials provided by some sites. Moreover, students can interact with teachers or other students without coming to the class. Furthermore, online learning materials give everyone easiness in accessing materials without being measured up by space and time. This is in line with the study conducted by Firmansyah and Saidah about “Perancangan Web Based Learning sebagai Media Pembelajaran Berbasis ICT” (Designing Web Based Learning as Learning Media based ICT) [3]. This study showed that learning based web gave different learning environment and various learning source to student; eased teachers in giving learning material and source; eased teachers in giving test, checking test result and announcing students’ achievement; and gave the easiness in conducting teaching and learning process without considering space and time as long as the internet connection is available.
ICT can also be presented and utilized in literature. ICT has an important role in literary learning, because it makes not only communication without space and time possible and but also learning more intensive and interactive. Besides, the easiness of ICT utilization gives a chance to anyone to be a litterateur easily [4]. Moreover, its existence in literary learning makes students easy to search learning source and definitely motivates them to learn literature. This is in line with the study conducted by Setyo-rini about “Pemanfaatan Internet sebagai Implementasi ICT dan Sarana Memotivasi Belajar Sastra di Sekolah” (Internet Utilization as an Implementation of ICT and a Means to Motivate Literary Learning in School). The result showed (1) the benefit of Internet in education; (2) the benefit of internet in literary learning; (3) the influence of internet in students’ learning motivation; and that (4) internet utilization as an implementation of ICT and a means to motivate students in literary learning gives a huge impact in developing students’ potentials [5].

The development of ICT in literary learning gives many benefits. It gives a huge contribution toward the existence of new litterateur from all ranges of age and gender [6]. However, ICT in literature is known as literary cyber. Literary cyber refers to literature in virtual world or multimedia literature, including literary works presented in digital device or utilized multimedia as delivery device in terms of online or offline. This kind of literature eventually gets many critics related to its quality, area and kind of literary works. This is in line with study conducted by Supriatin [7] about “Kritik Sastra Cyber” (Cyber Literature Critics). The result showed that critic of Indonesian multimedia literature or critic of literature distributed in internet cannot be avoided. The exist litterateur are still young, about 14-30 years old. They wrote many problems of literature such as the different opinion about the existence of internet literature, literary work review and other information about literary books newly published, in which their critics is categorized as a general critic.

Based on the explanation above, the aim of this study is to describe how ICT role in education, ICT utilization in realizing Cybersastra phenomenon.

2. Methodology

This study is a descriptive qualitative research. The aims of this research are to describe and explain about Cybersastra phenomenon as an implementation of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in literary education. Data collected technique using the literature study and interview with some expert informant. Data analysis using content analysis technique, with the phase are data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing. For checking data validity in this research using data triangulation, that are triangulation source of data and theoretical triangulation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Role of ICT in Education

With the current development, paradigm about learning become shifted. This is proposed by Grafura dan Wijayanti that shift begins from learning paradigm, it shifts behaviorist into constructivist, and then constructivist [8]. Cognitive-constructivist theory is learning theory prioritizing students to construct their knowledge in their own mind. This implies that learning process centers upon students (student centered). Student learning centered absolutely manages students to be more active in learning process. The meaning of active in this context is that teachers are only the facilitators. As facilitators, teachers provide everything needed by students. Teachers need a system in which their students can find everything without facing difficulties. Hence, ICT is a good offer for teachers to give facility in terms of learning media for students. In relation to learning media, the requirement of good learning media as proposed by Simamora are that learning media should 1) increase students’ motivation 2) give students stimulus to remember what they have learnt as well as give a new stimulus, 3) give students stimulus to give comment, to give follow up, and encourage them to practice correctly [9]. Learning media is learning component which has an important role in teaching and learning process. The appropriateness of learning media utilization can influence the quality of learning process and learning result [10]. The variation of media utilized will extremely help teachers especially in choosing a right and an appropriate media used for some concepts and instructional purposes. In this study, ICT as a learning media expectedly can give the easiness for students to achieve learning goals.

Developed education is an education which eases students to get and to understand materials easily. The existence of ICT becomes a factor which makes education especially in Indonesia developed. ICT utilization in education makes learning and teaching process comfortable and effective. Students can be easier to get learning source.

ICT is a system with using computer and internet connection, has digital characteristic and bases on multimedia. Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) or known as Teknologi Informasi dan Komunikasi (TIK) in Indonesia is devices including radio, television, cellphone and computer. Besides, Arifin and Setiyawan states that ICT is a huge device including all technical devices for processing and delivering information related to two prominent aspects, they are information technology and communication technology [11].

Integrating ICT and education in learning indicates that teachers gradually maintains learning style used and then combines it with their teaching and learning philosophy into school philosophy and how they face students in class [12].

There are some requirement required to fulfill in applying learning based ICT, as follows:

1. Students and teachers must have access toward digital technology and internet in the class, school, and education institution. This implies that school must have a sufficient facility related to information and communication technology, like providing computer/laptop, computer network, internet, computer laboratory, multimedia devices in terms of CD, DVD, camera web, etc.
2. School must provide quality, meaningful materials as well as cultural support for students and teachers. Materials can be an interactive learning material with utilizing computer like CD and DVD of Learning Interactive.
3. Teachers must have knowledge and skill in utilizing digital devices and sources to help students achieve academic standard.
4. The budget or funding must be available and sufficient to present, to develop and to maintain facilities ICT.
5. There are willingness from all participants, teachers and students, to apply learning supported by ICT.

3.2. ICT Utilization in Realizing Cybersastra

The increase of technology development especially ICT can be considered as a revolution which give a great influence to all aspects of human life [13]. One of major influence is aimed to literature. As we know, literature is part of country’s culture. Country’s culture absolutely will be easy to develop along with technology development, and so does literature. The existence of internet or ICT can at least be utilized to increase literature development. Along with the times, ICT will give a new space for someone to create a work like Cybersastra.

Cyber is considered as ’virtual’ or virtual world. Cybersastra is literature born as the impact of technology development. While literature previously uses book, newspaper or magazine as a media, Cybersastra uses media in terms of electronic or digital distributed online. Compared to newspaper or magazine literature, in Cyber-
Cybersastra will definitely have a great prospect not only in Indonesia but also in other countries. Cybersastra gives a huge chance, not only for litterateur who write literary works but also for readers who appreciate literary work. However, the existence of Cybersastra becomes a big polemic. A major reason of this is that there is some people who still differentiate literature related to media. Magazine and newspaper literature are considered to have a better and higher quality than Cybersastra. This is resulted from that literary work published in both magazine and newspaper requiring a firmely selection. This situation is different from Cybersastra, which has no selection like both media. Beside media, there is an opinion about hegemony from senior who don’t want their existences blocked by junior litterateur. Hence, the following will show polemic related to the existence of Cybersastra.

The development of Indonesian literature with using cyber media or multimedia technique arguably increases significantly. Supriatin assumes that the development happens slowly, stably, steadily [7]. A major reason this is that ICT utilization in Indonesia is still not dominant compared to internet utilization in the world which gets significantly increased. Based on Loekito’s note [7], in 3 years of 1997-2000, it is estimated that there are more than fifty million internet users. Moreover, this amount gets increased to be four hundred million in 2000. Supriatin proposes that the positive development of literature contributed by technology can be seen from some indication, as follows.

a. Quality: the increase of digital literary works quality can be clearly seen from the amount of works from days to days. Besides, since conventional printed media like newspaper and magazine are still considered as the only consideration for measuring the quality of literary works, the increase of digital literary works quality can be seen from the significant increase of the amount of digital literary works passing editorial board of newspaper and magazine literature. They are Rukmi Wisnu Wardani, Anggoro Saronto, Herri Latief, and T.S. Pinang who success in publishing their works in newspaper and book. Those admit that they were born, grow, and developed as the result of digital media.

b. Quantity: the development of Indonesian digital literature is indicated from the increase of literary work amount in cyber world and the amount of litterateur which is highly increased. This calculation doesn’t included literature observers and passive litterateur.

c. Scope: the increase of area can be considered as reference. This area refers to geographical position and private area. Geographical area can reached any corner of the world fast. However, private area ease individual from some private area to join.

d. Type: although digital literature cannot be considered as a new genre, it has given other alternative in literature distributor, such as poetry tree, collaboration, multimedia and computer geeks literature [7].

Additionally, Maman S. Mahayana [14] states that quality of cyber litterateur is still questionable because some of them are good writer, but they are not a litterateur. Besides, Juniarsow Ridwan, a litterateur from Bandung [14] commented that the complexities existing in Cybersastra like background, back sound and variation of words. He told about the meaning of word jumping, except to show the sophisticate of digital technology. What the influence of music is, essentially having no relation to text showed, except to be received by ears which make historically and biologically meaning correspondence difficult to do. Moreover, Edi Loekito, a litterateur as well as a president of Yayasan Multimedia Sastra (Literature Multimedia Institute) [15] argues that the situation about newspaper literature arguing cyber literature is unimportant. He told how newspaper literature is considered or positioned as God of literature, and how Cybersastra is considered as a trash. According to him, that is an irrational discussion, except the discussion more focuses on research, comparative study, and analysis to search a way for more maximal achievement.

Besides, Asep Sambodja [15] also argues that although Cybersastra as love child or trash bin in Indonesian literature, it constantly has the same right as other literature. Moreover, the life of Indonesian literature is still fettered in canonization, still dependent on the authority. The first authority of Indonesian literature is Netherland colonial government which firstly constructs Komisi Bacaan Rakyat (Folk Reading Commission) which changes into Balai Pustaka (Literature Office). Balai Pustaka is owned by Netherland and Netherland hold the authority in almost one century since 1900. Apart from litterateur’s thoughts, as the teachers, we have to see Cybersastra as a positive thing. Along with the times, ICT is very necessary to improve literature education in teenagers’ scope. Literary learning is considered successful learning if students have the works to proud of. The existence of ICT in publishing students' works contributes their improvement in learning literature. There are some ICT utilization used as learning material or literary work publication of Cybersastra, as follows.

1. E-Book: E-book is an abbreviation of electronic book. It is a guide book in digital version which accessed in electronic device. It has many types, including textbook, practice book, dictionary, etc. Besides, book for learning, e-book also provides novel, poetry, short story, children short story, etc. Those can be downloaded in virtual world whenever and wherever as long as the internet connection is available. The easiness results in the huge amount of litterateur who publish their works freely without selection. However, there are strengths of electronic book compared to printed book, including 1) being accessed easily, 2) being easily written without a great funding, 3) being saved easily and brought anywhere without wasting space, and 4) not requiring any treatment.

2. E-Learning: E-learning is a learning organized with utilizing electronic system or ICT, so it can support and ease learning process [16]. It is also called as distance learning process with combining some principle of learning process and ICT. This learning system is utilized as a facility for teaching and learning process conducting without requiring face-to-face interaction between teachers and students.

Characteristics of e-learning are 1) utilizing electronic technology service 2) utilizing computer special quality (digital media and computer network), 3) using individual learning material (self-learning material) then saved in computer, to be accessed by lecturer and students whenever and wherever, 4) utilizing learning schedule, curriculum, students’ achievement and all aspects related to education administration which can be seen every time in computer. E-learning has some benefits including 1) giving flexibility in determining time and place to access learning process, 2) giving chance to students to independently control over the success of learning, 3) giving funding efficiency for management administration, efficiency for physical facilities provision in learning, funding efficiency for students in terms of transportation and accommodation funding. Besides, learning through e-learning is expectedly able to give contribution to the existence of new litterateur. E-learning can give the easiness to students in obtaining credible learning sources and facilitate them to communicate directly with litterateur.

3. Social media and social networking: Social media is an online media in which the users can easily participate, share, and create contents including blog, social network (like facebook, twitter, path, line, instagram, etc), wiki, forum and virtual world. Blog, social network and wiki are kind of social media which generally used by society in all areas of the world. Besides, social networking is an internet service for online community who have similar activities, interests on certain field, and backgrounds. Social networking is usually called as friend networking.
4. Chatting: Chatting is an instant messaging in ICT to send information to other user, connected by internet. It becomes one feature of sophisticated information technology [17]. People, from children to adult, have been familiar with the term of chatting. It eases communication done by two person or more with utilizing online conversation application and internet connection. It can not only send text message, but also send emotion, video message even video.

5. E-Mail: Electronic mail or e-mail is a facility for sending letter through computer network or ICT. The use of e-mail doesn’t cost funding and only utilizes internet connection. There are some types of email including pop mail, web mail and forward mail. Some email provider sites mostly used include Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, etc. Email service can be accessed through web or browser by firstly registering user’s personal identity and then user will receive email address which is appropriate with the data filled.

4. Conclusion

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the role of ICT in literary education is very important. ICT eases students in getting learning sources of literature in terms of literary works like poetry, short story, novel etc. ICT is a great influence in the existence of Cybersastra. The phenomenon of new literateur and literary works existences is a phenomenon which has to be considered and seen positively. ICT utilizes in uploading and downloading literary works and becomes the media or literary learning source including e-book, e-learning, social media, chatting and email
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